SUNDAY SCHOOL
RESORUCES
Teaching our children to know and understand the Bible is an
important part of our worship. Throughout the denomination,
churches use a variety of materials to help church engage
with the truths of the Bible.
Sunday school resources that are being used by many of our
congregations and which we would recommend are: Bubbles,
GoTeach and Mustard Seed.

Bubbles: Under 5’s resource
I am currently a Sunday club teacher for children aged 3 to
6 years old. We have started using the ‘bubbles’ Scripture
Union resource as we found the suggestions on scripture
repetition through words, action, activities and singing
especially useful for this age range.
There is a good variety of resources to photocopy as well as
craft ideas. These resources are very pictorial which suits
the younger children better than lots of text.
Angeline MacLeod – Smithton Church

Go Teach: https://www.goteach.org.uk/
In my experience of using Sunday Club teaching materials Go
Teach has been the most consistently helpful of schemes. It is
Jesus focussed in a clear biblical way. Go Teach gives a bible
passage each week with teaching points and discussion
questions to use. It has take home worksheets with a weekly
bible verse for the children to memorise. It supplies visual aids
and background information which is helpful for the teacher in
preparing the lessons. It suggests avenues of application that
are relevant to the children's daily lives.
The focus is on the bible and reading God's word together. It
gives good structure and progression. Each book contains
about 16 lessons and has Old Testament and New
Testament stories to study with the children. There are
extra ideas if needed although with limited time they are
seldom used. It is possible to select ideas to use if short on
time. Occasionally the lessons require adaptation but less so
than needed with other teaching materials.
Shona Macdonald – Smithton Church

Mustard Seed: https://www.mustard-seeds.net/
We have found Mustard Seeds materials to be thorough,
well written and easy to access for all ages. We particularly
like the way that you can be sure that the whole bible is
covered with young people in a four year period using the
planner for lessons.
Donald A Macleod – High Free Church

